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Abstract: Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles (UAV) constitute a rapidly evolving technology field that is
becoming more accessible and capable of supplementing, expanding, and even replacing some
traditionally manual bridge inspections. Given the classification of the bridge inspection types
as initial, routine, in-depth, damage, special, and fracture critical members, specific UAV mission
requirements can be developed, and their suitability for UAV application examined. Results of a
review of 23 applications of UAVs in bridge inspections indicate that mission sensor and payload
needs dictate the UAV configuration and size, resulting in quadcopter configurations being most
suitable for visual camera inspections (43% of visual inspections use quadcopters), and hexa- and
octocopter configurations being more suitable for higher payload hyperspectral, multispectral, and
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) inspections (13%). In addition, the number of motors and
size of the aircraft are the primary drivers in the cost of the vehicle. 75% of vehicles rely on GPS
for navigation, and none of them are capable of contact inspections. Factors that limit the use of
UAVs in bridge inspections include the UAV endurance, the capability of navigation in GPS deprived
environments, the stability in confined spaces in close proximity to structural elements, and the cost.
Current research trends in UAV technologies address some of these limitations, such as obstacle
detection and avoidance methods, autonomous flight path planning and optimization, and UAV
hardware optimization for specific mission requirements.

Keywords: bridge inspection; UAV hardware optimization; payload; flight time; remote sensing;
damage detection

1. Introduction

The aging and degradation of civil and industrial infrastructures have posed a notable
public safety threat [1]. Bridges are subjected to deterioration due to aging, as well as
corrosion, fatigue of materials, extreme environmental loads, and unexpected impacts. As
a result, damage to the bridge superstructure or substructure may occur, such as cracking,
delamination, cross-section loss, foundation settlement, and others [2]. Monitoring infras-
tructure and preventive maintenance save money and continue to grow in importance
as bridges age [3]. According to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), of the
over 619,600 bridges in the United States [4–6], more than 43,000 are in poor condition [7].
Figure 1 shows the percentage of the United States bridges in each timeframe and the
bridges’ condition over time based on the latest annual report published by FHWA in 2021.
The plot suggests gradual but consistent improvement of bridge conditions over time, but
still more than 50% of the bridges are more than 40 years old, and more than 60% of them
are in fair and poor condition and need efficient preventative maintenance to extend the
life, minimize cost, and protect the safety of the public. Thus, the inspection and assessment
of these infrastructures are essential for the early detection of possible complications with
minimum interruption in operation [8].
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Figure 1. Condition assessment of the bridges in the United States based on the last published data
in 2021.

Currently, visual inspection is the main procedure for bridge inspection. It might
take a few hours and might extend to several days of work in a typical bridge. Visual
inspection is usually completed using simple equipment such as hammer sounding and
chain dragging for detecting surface defects. During the inspection, the inspector evaluates
the overall condition of the bridge and identifies locations where a more detailed inspection
is required. The inspector usually takes photos while assessing the bridge’s condition,
records observations, and fills out a report. The report summarizes the inspector’s findings
regarding deteriorated areas, defect locations, and a condition rating of inspected elements.
Additional investigations may be recommended if the inspector feels a need. Due to the
lack of a generic framework to generate quantitative results, results obtained from visual
inspection rely on the inspector’s experience.

One of the attempts to overcome drawbacks of visual inspection is the use of Non-
destructive Testing or Techniques (NDT). NDT techniques are currently used as a supple-
mental procedure for visual inspection if needed or when performing in-depth inspec-
tion [9]. These techniques include electrical resistivity (ER), ground-penetrating radar
(GPR), chloride-ion penetration test (CIP), impact echo (IE), infrared thermography (IT),
radiography testing (RT), linear polarization (LP), and half-cell potential (HCP) which
usually are used for concrete bridges and acoustic emission (AE), ultrasonic testing (UT),
liquid penetrant testing (PT), magnetic particle testing (MT), computed tomography (CT),
and eddy current testing (ET) for steel bridges [10].

Unfortunately, visual and NDT-based bridge inspections are associated with certain
limitations. They are expensive, cause high logistical efforts, and can even interfere with the
operational conditions of infrastructure [11–14]. Also, the quality of the collected data dur-
ing inspections can be significantly affected by the inspectors’ training and qualifications,
and the number of inspectors conducting the inspection [10]. Due to the aforementioned
reasons, traditional manual inspection can no longer completely satisfy the requirements
of practical engineering. For example, the recently built rigid frame bridges, Hezhangte
Bridge and Sanshui River Bridge in China, whose piers are as high as 180 m, present a
challenge to bridge managers, as it is very difficult to conduct on-site manual inspection
on such bridge piers [15]. Therefore, novel inspection and maintenance of infrastructure
approaches are highly interesting [16].

UAVs have emerged as a viable and promising option to facilitate and expand bridge
inspection activity and overcome the challenges of conventional bridge inspection [17–21].
Their use can both expedite current visual-based inspections and enable more advanced
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multi-sensor approaches [22]. UAV technology and sensor integration is a rapidly devel-
oping area, and matching the appropriate UAV to a particular bridge inspection scheme
requires several considerations and can represent a challenge.

While the literature already has some excellent reviews on the topic (as detailed below),
in this work, we seek to better match mission objectives to hardware and, in doing so,
present current opportunities and limitations. This paper reviews current bridge inspection
practices along with current research on the application of UAVs for bridge inspections. The
advantages and limitations of UAV application in various bridge inspections are evaluated,
and requirements for a successful bridge inspection mission are identified and linked to
the UAV configuration options. Section 2 presents the types of bridge inspection, and
Section 3 reviews developments of UAVs in bridge inspection. In Section 4, applications of
UAV mounted sensors in bridge inspection are investigated, and bridge inspection relevant
UAV hardware is discussed in Section 5. UAV hardware characteristics related to bridge
inspection applications are evaluated in Section 6, and finally, limitations and opportunities
are discussed in Section 7.

2. Types of Bridge Inspection

According to the National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS, 2004), there are eight
types of bridge inspection: inventory, routine, damage, in-depth, fracture critical member,
hands-on, special, and underwater inspection [23]. A summary of the inspection types and
their scope and mission is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Bridge inspection types and scope.

Inspection Type Scope and Mission

Initial
(inventory)

Provide all Structure Inventory and Appraisal (SI&A) data and determine
baseline structural conditions and load capacity ratings

• 3D model construction

Routine

Evaluate physical and functional condition of structure and ensure that
service requirements are satisfied

• Defect detection
• 3D model reconstruction

In-depth

Hands-on inspection to determine deficiencies not detectable by
routine inspection

• Fatigue crack detection
• Surface crack detection
• Corrosion detection

Damage

Determine if a bridge requires load restrictions or closures or the extent of
repair required.

• Surface crack detection
• Fatigue crack detection

Special

Intended to monitor a known or suspected deficiency at a specific location

• Surface crack detection
• Fatigue crack detection
• Corrosion detection

Fracture critical
member

A detailed hands-on inspection to detect cracks.

• Surface crack detection
• Fatigue crack detection

As is shown in Table 1, an initial (inventory) inspection is a preliminary inspection
performed prior to entering service to determine baseline structural conditions. It is a
fully documented investigation and is accompanied by load capacity ratings. Routine
inspection is the most common type of inspection, and for almost all bridges, it is required
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by FHWA at regular intervals of less than 24 months so that inspectors can monitor defects
and deterioration. Routine inspections evaluate the physical and functional condition
of the structure, including all elements of the bridge superstructure, deck underside,
and substructure that are accessible from the ground [24]. During routine inspections, a
qualified bridge inspector records the degree of damage for each bridge element, following
an element numbering system and a checklist. In-depth inspection is a close-up inspection
of one or more structural members to detect any deficiencies not readily visible using
routine inspection procedures. This inspection may include a load rating to assess the
residual capacity of the member or members, depending on the extent of the deterioration or
damage. Damage inspections should be performed due to collision, fire, flood, significant
environmental changes, or loss of structural support. If major damage has occurred,
inspectors must evaluate fractured members, section loss, make measurements for the
misalignment of members, and check for any loss of foundation support [25]. Special
inspections are used to monitor known or suspected deficiencies such as foundation
settlement or scour, fatigue damage, or the public’s use of a load posted bridge. Special
inspections are usually not comprehensive enough to meet the requirements of routine
inspections [24]. Fracture critical inspection is a hands-on (within arm’s length of the
component) inspection of a fracture critical member or member components. It may
include visual and other nondestructive evaluation. This may require that critical areas be
specially cleaned prior to the inspection and additional lighting be used.

3. Developments of UAVs in Bridge Inspection in the US

Due to rapid advancements in UAV technology in recent years, in the US, Departments
of Transportations (DOTs) have shown increasing interest in the use of UAV for bridge
inspections [26]. In 2008, California DOT (Caltrans) [27] and the University of California at
Davis designed a custom twin-motor, single-duct UAV to be tethered to the ground, making
it easier to control and conform to the FAA regulations at the time. The objective of Caltrans
was to construct an “Aerobot” to easily access structural components at high altitudes, such
as girders [28]. Caltrans terminated the project as it did not result in a fully deployable
aerial vehicle due to its instability in the wind and the unsuccessful performance of an
altitude holder sensor.

Wisconsin DOT [29] used two different UAVs for evaluating damage conditions
specific to each of the three roadway bridges, including two steel girder bridges and one
steel truss bridge. They learned that quality of the UAV equipment is important for bridge
inspections since the results quality is tied to the resolution of the images and the ability
to view the bridge elements from proper angles. Idaho Transportation Department [30]
researched the use of UAVs in under-bridge inspections for detecting fatigue cracking. The
conclusion of the experiments was that detecting fatigue cracking and other bridge defects
by using visual spectrum and thermal image processing is feasible, but requires a careful
selection of UAS platforms, on-board avionics, and data collection sensors [31].

Michigan DOT (MDOT) [32] has conducted tests of UAVs for bridge inspections since
April 2015. Images taken with a UAV were used to detect deficiencies in bridge decking for
potholes and wear, and involved the use of RGB cameras and infrared and LiDAR sensors.
The studies demonstrated that using UAV increases safety and reduces inspection costs.
It was also found that simultaneous use of different sensors can significantly improve the
accuracy of collected data. Oregon DOT (ODOT) [33] conducted a statewide study on UAV
applications for bridge inspections. Wind condition was found to be the most important
environmental variable in operating UAV close to bridges, while ambient light conditions
and camera settings are critical to obtaining high-quality imagery. The ability to articulate
a camera in any direction with a zoom lens and employ an onboard camera-assistant
spotlight was the most useful technical feature for collecting visual data. The use of a UAV
was most effective for initial and routine inspections and less effective for more complex
in-depth inspections that require touching, probing, or scraping a bridge.
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Minnesota DOT (MnDOT) [34] performed one of the most comprehensive studies
evaluating UAVs’ application and effectiveness in bridge inspections. In the first phase
(2015), the research team learned that UAVs capable of pointing cameras upward and
operating without GPS have better performance for bridge inspection applications. In the
second phase (2017), the research team expanded the demonstration to different structure
types and sizes using a SenseFly Albris UAV. They concluded that this vehicle is flexible
to control, and its operational capabilities are not diminished by the loss of GPS signals.
In the third phase (2018), 39 bridges including a wide range of sizes, types, and locations
are inspected using SenseFly Albris and Flyability Elios UAVs (a quadcopter enclosed in
a spherical wireframe cage to avoid collision damage/specialized in performing indoor
inspections by utilizing computer vision-based navigation). They learned that easy piloting,
access to confined areas, and cost-effectiveness are the benefits, whereas short battery life,
video interference due to the cage and air flow, and debris are the limitations of this specific
type of drone. It was also found that UAV platforms equipped with thermal sensors can
effectively detect concrete delamination. The study recommended using UAV for routine
inspections where hands-on inspection is not required. Another recommendation relates to
the use of UAV equipped with sophisticated collision avoidance systems as well as the use
of collision-tolerant platforms which can operate in direct contact with the bridge structure.

UMass research team [35] developed and tested practical procedures and protocols to
guide MassDOT in integrating UAV technologies into bridge inspections. It was determined
that selection of the proper types of UAV platforms and sensors are the primary factors that
affect the success of UAV integration into the bridge inspections. Kansas DOT (KDOT), in
collaboration with the Kansas State University Transportation Center, studied the potential
of UAV implementation within KDOT. They found out there is a need to handle large
and overwhelming volumes of collected data [36]. Nebraska DOT (NDOT) conducted a
study on UAV applications in bridge inspection program. The NDOT study concluded
that except fracture critical bridge inspections, all other types of bridge inspections could
incorporate UAV [37].

North Carolina DOT (NCDOT) partnered with North Carolina State University to
evaluate the potential benefits of UAV for transportation applications. The conclusion of the
study indicates that the major factors affecting success of UAV missions include weather,
sensor capabilities, flight planning, software processing, and ground control point design
and placement [38]. Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) tested UAV capabilities
for bridge inspections. It was noted that significant increases in the volume of data collected
with the help of UAV may create additional challenges for data storage and processing. It
was also found that photogrammetry can successfully replace LiDAR in the generation of
accurate 3D models for lower cost [39]. Most common types of UAVs which state DOTs
have used for bridge inspection purposes are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Most frequently used UAVs within state DOTs for bridge inspection purposes.
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There are numerous ongoing research programs to eliminate current limitations and
address the needs in the application of UAVs in bridge inspection. These include handling
large volumes of collected data, environmental conditions affecting the quality of images,
navigation and flight stability in areas with poor GPS signals and around large steel struc-
tures, collision avoidance capabilities and image processing, and advanced computational
methods to detect/evaluate deck deficiencies. A few of these studies are summarized in
this section.

To analyze the effectiveness of drones as supplemental bridge inspection tools and
facilitate bridge inspection, researchers have conducted numerous studies. Junwon Seo
et al. (2018) [43] performed an analysis of the effectiveness of drone-based bridge inspection.
They used a DJI Phantom 4 quadcopter to inspect a bridge. The drone was able to identify
various damage types, including cracks, spalling, corrosion, and moisture on the bridge.
During the conduction of the study, some limitations were identified, including high wind
speeds, camera overexposure, low illumination, and flight challenges due to obstacles in
an enclosed section (e.g., between closely spaced girders). S. Sankarsrinivasan et al. [44]
proposed a novel complete field mapping protocol using UAVs to enable their real-time
health monitoring. This method integrates data captured by a UAV to identify cracks
and assess surface degradation using grayscale thresholding. They used a custom-built
hexacopter with a payload capacity of 110 g and a 20 min flight time. Yunas Zewdu
Ayele (2020) [45] proposed a methodology for a UAV-based bridge inspection to assess
bridge damage using novel technologies. Their methodology for bridge inspection involves
collecting data and training a model which enables modifying drone flights to obtain
optimum efficiency. The data gathered from the previous stage is built into 3D models to
capture the element geometry of every bridge asset to use for navigational and controlling
purposes. Chen et al. (2016) [46] developed a hexacopter with an upward gimbal that can
capture upward imagery and accommodate additional attachments such as an ultrasonic
sensor, laser scanner, and LiDAR. They learned that position estimation using a laser
scanner can only work in the specific bridge environment, and it is still a problem without
GPS when the environment is much more complex. To fly in a more complex environment,
other localization methods need to be integrated into the system to get a more precise
position to control the drone’s flight. D. Roca et al. [47] used a Mikrokopter Okto XL
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octocopter for inspecting outdoor building facades. This UAV has a Kinect sensor mounted
unit capable of acquiring geometric data in 3D, which can then be reproduced as a 3D model
to evaluate potential damages. HekmatiAthar et al. (2020) [48] introduced a hierarchical
multiple-criteria decision making framework for UAV-enabled bridge inspection selection
practices. The initiated framework employed a hierarchical method to analyze 32 criteria
categorized in flight performance, situational awareness, payload and sensor capabilities
and communication quality.

Even with advances in UAV technology, manual piloting remains a challenge, and
developing navigation and autonomous flight capabilities are of growing interest. For
example, Yu et al. 2019 [12] presented a LiDAR-based approach for autonomous navigation
using 2D LiDAR scanning. Bolourian et al. (2020) [49] proposed an optimized path planning
technique for a UAV-based LiDAR scanner that performs bridge inspections. This technique
uses genetic algorithms for solving the traveling salesman problem of potential locations of
bridge cracks with an objective of minimum flight time and maximum visibility. Jung et al.
2020 [50] addressed a hierarchical graph-based simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) method for fully autonomous bridge inspection using an aerial vehicle. They
concluded that even with accurate position estimation under a bridge, the risk of UAV
collision significantly increases when a wind gust of over 10 m/s suddenly occurs.

The ability to convert images or video data into actionable information automatically
and robustly remains challenging. Vision-based approaches, in conjunction with cameras
and UAVs, offer the potential for rapid and automated inspection and monitoring for
bridge condition assessment [51]. Sutanu Bhowmick et al. [52] concluded that UAVs with
real-time vision sensing are more efficient in terms of time and resources. They used pixel
segmentation to identify whether a particular pixel belonged to a crack or not. Krisada
Chaiyasarn et al. [53] developed a convolutional neural network (CNN) based image crack
detection method for inspecting historical structures using feature extraction. The data is
captured using a DJI Phantom UAV. Saleem et al. 2020 [14] proposed instant crack damage
detection using an image capturing and geo-tagging system with a CNN for automated
inspection. The damages extracted by the CNN are instantly transformed into a global
bridge damage map, with georeferencing data acquired using image capturing and geo-
tagging. To overcome the limitation of visual inspection in terms of post-processing big
data to develop a 3D model, a UAV-based real-time autonomous crack detection algorithm
was proposed by Morgenthal et al. [11]. This system includes machine learning-based
feature detection of target areas that provides crack information to the team instantly while
capturing data.

The application of infrared thermography (IRT) techniques has been demonstrated in
several research projects. Omar et al. (2017) [54] demonstrated the applicability of UAV-
mounted thermal cameras for quantitative measurements of delamination in RC bridge
decks. Image analysis based on the k-means clustering technique was utilized to segment
the mosaic and identify objective thresholds. Mac et al. 2019 [55] considered simultaneously
using the results from the handheld IR camera, and the IR camera mounted on a UAV.
They found out that there is a strong correlation between the size and detectable depth of
delamination. Hiasa et al. 2017 [56] presented a methodology that combines numerical
modeling and IRT data to improve the usability and efficiency of data analysis, possibly
leading to automated analysis and evaluation. To obtain thresholds for data processing,
finite element model simulation was utilized. Washer et al. (2010) [57] presented results
from a study of the effect of solar loading on the detection of embedded targets in a large
concrete block. The effect of the depth of the embedded target is discussed, as well as the
timing of inspection (relative to sunrise) that resulted in maximum contrast in thermal
images. Ellenberg et al. 2016 [58] demonstrated the capability of UAVs equipped with
both color and IR cameras to rapidly and effectively detect and estimate the size of regions
where subsurface delamination exists. Shen et al. (2020) [59] suggested that IRT technology
could be a complementary method to evaluate the delamination of concrete bridge decks in
addition to the existing chain dragging method currently used by the Nebraska Department
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of Transportation (NDOT). They mentioned some common pitfalls such as dark asphalt
smears on the concrete deck, wet deck surface, and excessive dirt covering the deck surface
that must be avoided during the survey.

Ongoing research that addresses the limitations of GPS-based UAV navigation relies on
computer vision approaches to seek and avoid obstacles and optimize the flight path. Youn
et al. [60] created a real-time surrounding map for the UAV navigation in a GPS denied
environment with the integration of an error state Kalman filter and an open-sourced
SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) algorithm. To achieve flight control and
reachability, a nonlinear observer control technique can be implemented to guide the
UAV [61]. This system uses an onboard UAV sensor suite and a visual camera to identify a
target with as low as four feature points and compare them with a preprogrammed feature
data library. Based on the feature identified, the UAV takes the necessary position and
velocity corrections autonomously without a pilot command [62]. Flightpath optimization
is another major aspect of infrastructure inspection and can be achieved using novel
optimization techniques, such as particle swarm optimization [63].

Custom-made UAVs have gained considerable attention to address the current limita-
tions of off-the-shelf vehicles. Whitley et al. (2020) [17] presented a solution to the current
limitations in the implementation of UAVs which are reliance on a skilled operator and/or
the requirement for a UAV to operate in a cluttered, GPS-denied environment. They uti-
lized commercial off-the-shelf hardware, including laser rangefinders, optical flow sensors,
and live video telemetry. González-deSantos et al. 2020 [64] presented a new payload to
perform contact inspection in large structures using UAV. The payload has been designed
to be independent of the flight controller. The payload approaches the structure slowly and
avoids bounces during the first touch. This sensor measures the thickness of metal sheets
when in contact with it. Myeong et al. 2015 [65] demonstrated the use of wall-climbing
UAVs that can fly and stick on walls to perform inspections. Kocel et al. [66] developed
a UAV payload with a combination of a long probe and a transducer that contacts the
surface and moves along with the UAV for a thorough inspection. They developed a robust
flight control system to maintain minimal distance from the inspecting surface, a major
requirement for this UAV technology.

4. Various Applications of UAV Mounted Sensors in Bridge Evaluation

n Surface crack detection: The majority of literature papers have addressed crack
detection as the primary application of UAVs in bridge inspection [67]. The image-
based surface crack assessment method consists of two main steps. The first step
is crack detection, which intends to eliminate noise and extract crack objects from
the images. The second step of crack assessment is the extraction of crack edges and
calculating crack parameters, including crack width and length [15]. To detect bridge
surface cracks, RGB cameras are typically used. The UAVs can capture high-quality
images from hard-to-reach areas of the bridge [6,67] using optical cameras, but the
distance from the structure surface, illumination condition, wind, and the minimum
number of the required images are important considerations that need to be taken
into account.

n Delamination: The horizontal debonding in the subsurface of the deck, known as
deck delamination, often indicates the corrosion-induced deterioration of the deck
reinforcement [68]. For the task of delamination profiling through thermography, the
existing challenges are the shape and the depth of delamination, environmental factors
such as air temperature and solar intensity, which introduces the feature variation
of the same delamination, surface textures such as cracks, color difference, patching,
and road painting, which adds external noise [69]. Image processing techniques were
developed to extract temperature abnormalities automatically, quantitatively, accu-
rately, and sensitively. This process mainly utilizes threshold temperature values and
temperature gradients. The first challenge is determining threshold values because
the values are affected by environmental conditions. The second challenge is difficulty
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in evaluating the entire target object by one global threshold value. The reason may
be that the entire surfaces of infrastructures or buildings are not under the same
conditions, and each local area has a different average temperature and gradient [70].

n Corrosion: Corrosion is a natural phenomenon involving an electrochemical process
liberating a positive charge that becomes a stable compound. Although some corro-
sion occurs on the subsurface metal materials, such as the steel reinforcement used
in concrete for bridges, a large amount of corrosion happens on the surface of steel
bridges [71]. RGB and IRT cameras are commonly used for corrosion detection [72,73].
Infrared Thermography is a promising method of corrosion detection, measurement,
and mapping, but more research needs to be done to perfect this method for use in
the field [74].

n Fatigue: Fatigue cracks are very difficult to see and may have lengths shorter than
7 mm and widths narrower than 0.1 mm. Fatigue cracks normally appear in the
superstructure near large cross frames, welded stiffeners, or other complex geometries,
making access difficult. To detect fatigue cracks, RGB and IRT cameras are usually
used [30]. Careful selection of a UAV platform, environmental conditions, and lighting
conditions are important factors that affect UAV-based fatigue crack detection [75].

n 3D model reconstruction: To help bridge managers visualize the geometric infor-
mation (e.g., damage location) and surface condition (e.g., damage type and extent)
of an existing structure, 3D models of the structures are constructed to establish a
base onto which damage information can be referenced. RGB cameras and LiDAR
sensors can be implemented to generate 3D models [76]. In contrast to LiDAR, which
usually contains more 3D points, photogrammetry uses a collection of 2D images
taken from various angles and locations around the structure to create 3D points.
Because photogrammetry matches image features to create the 3D points, there is
a significant computational expense and less accuracy than LiDAR. However, the
only equipment required for photogrammetry is an optical sensor, while UAV-based
LiDAR systems require expensive LiDAR sensors and GPS systems, which decreases
battery life by adding additional payload to the system [77].

5. Overview of Bridge Inspection Relevant UAV Hardware
5.1. Aircraft and Payloads

The typical UAV is composed of a frame, motors, control unit, onboard sensors, com-
munication system, and power supply. Many UAVs display a dual tube substructure to
facilitate the installation of different payloads [67]. A higher payload capacity results in ad-
ditional sensor carrying capability, albeit often by trading off flight time. UAV performance
requirements related to flights in close proximity to the bridge structure (e.g., turbulent
flow characteristics around the bridge) and terrain characteristics (e.g., surface roughness,
temperature, and humidity) have made the selection of the suitable UAV platform and sen-
sors a challenging problem [48]. This includes positioning and navigating the UAV around
or under bridges (GPS-denied operations) [46,78–81] and platform stability (in windy con-
ditions where turbulence and other aerodynamic phenomena make for unpredictable wind
effects) [49,82,83]. Achieving a balance between payload capability, endurance, vehicle
stability, and navigation capabilities represent the primary challenges when optimizing the
UAV for bridge inspections.

Vertical takeoff and landing capability and the ability to hover in place during flight, an
enhanced ability to fly close to structures while maintaining a fixed, safe standoff distance,
a stabilizing gimbal that can alter the camera pointing angle to any vertical angle, and a
camera equipped with an optical zoom for capturing high-resolution imagery while at a
safe standoff distance represent parameters and vehicle characteristics suitable for bridge
inspections [33].
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5.2. Payload Packages and Mission Classifications

Flight time, mission requirements, payload capacities of the UAV, and navigation
requirements are important considerations that affect the selection of appropriate sensors
for bridge inspection. Various types of UAV-based sensors and their potential application
are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Various applications and appropriate detection sensors.

Sensor (Typical Weight) Mission Sample UAV Used/Maximum
Published Endurance

Visual camera (0.1–1 kg)
• Surface crack detection (e.g.,

Corrosion, Fatigue, delamination)
• 3D-model

• DJI Phantom 4 pro (30 min) [40]

IRT camera (0.2–1.5 kg) • Surface and subsurface deficiencies
detection (e.g., Fatigue, Delamination)

• Sensefly Albris (22 min) [33,39]

LiDAR sensors (1.3–2.8 kg) • 3D point cloud model • Altus LRX (22 min) [84]

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) (2.7 kg) • Surface crack detection • Spreading Wings S1000 (15 min) [85]

Hyperspectral and multispectral (0.8–2 kg) • Surface crack detection • Aeryon Skyranger (40 min) [34]

6. UAV Hardware Characteristics Related to Bridge Inspection Applications

To identify the relationship between UAV hardware characteristics and bridge inspec-
tion missions, a list of commercially available drones was gathered from the literature. A
total of 23 UAVs are used by various state DOTs in the United States, and their primary per-
formance specifications, including Gross Takeoff Weight (GTW), endurance limit, payload
capacity, type of payloads, and physical size of the aircraft, are gathered and compared.
This data is then used to analyze how the aforementioned factors influence the selection of
a UAV for bridge inspection missions.

Bridge inspections rely on multirotor sensor platforms due to their vertical takeoff
and landing (VTOL) ability, scalability, versatility in accommodating various payloads, and
wide range of commercial availability. The data gathered in this review reflects that 50%
of the UAVs are quadcopters, 39% hexacopters, and 20% octocopters. Quadcopters used
by the state DOTs are DJI Mavic [40], Flyability Elios-2 [34], Skyranger R70 [34], Sensefly
Albris [33,34,39]. They were used in missions to inspect surface and fatigue cracks, corro-
sion, and to capture visual images of bridge structures for 3D model reconstruction. A DJI
Phantom 4 pro with thermal IR camera payload was used by Alaska DOT to inspect bridge
decks and girders to perform damage inspection [41]. Flyability Elios-2 is a specialized
quadcopter developed to perform confined space inspections using robust vision-based
navigation and acquire usable data in low light conditions [86]. The Selection of a proper
UAV for bridge inspection missions depends on the payload requirements as shown in
Table 3. UAVs can be categorized based on this payload capacity that typically ranges from
350 g to 4200 g as illustrated in Figure 2.
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The UAVs are distinguished by their motor configuration (quadcopters, hexacopter,
and octocopter) and the type of sensor (visual sensors, LiDAR, IR, Hyper- and Multispectral
camera) which they carry for a specific bridge inspection mission. As seen in Figure 2,
UAVs with payload capacities of less than 1 kg are primarily quadcopters, with hexacopters
and octocopters displaying payload capabilities ranging from 2 kg to 8 kg. Quadcopters
with a low payload range typically carry RGB and IR camera sensors to perform visual and
thermal inspections. The DJI Mavic, which falls into a low payload capacity quadcopter
category, has shown superior performance in GPS denied missions involving fatigue crack
detection [30]. The larger hexacopters and octocopters multirotor UAVs, with their higher
payload capacity and increased diagonal size, can carry heavier sensors such as LiDAR
scanners and interferometric synthetic aperture radars (InSAR). Hexacopters like Intel
Falcon 8+ [86], DJI M600, and S900 [33] combined with sensors like Velodyne LiDAR
or Zenmuse gimbals have been used to inspect bridges. There are some exceptional
quadcopters with a payload range similar to hexacopters and octocopters. One of such
quadcopters is the Skyranger R70 which has a 4.4 kg of payload capacity and was used in
the LiDAR mission for the MNDOT [34].

From Figure 2, it is clear that the payload capacities and the number of rotors do not
significantly affect endurance. Although a substantial fraction of quadcopters have higher
endurance than hexacopters and octocopters, their payload is still limited. Figure 2 shows
that the typical endurance of UAVs used for the bridge inspection ranges from 20 to 30 min,
although some hexacopter and octocopter UAVs display a reduced endurance due to their
size and higher payload capacity.

The number of motors and size of the aircraft are the primary drivers in the cost of the
vehicles. Figure 3 shows the cost of the UAV versus its payload capacity. It is clear that an
increase in the number of motors increases the cost of the UAV. Among all listed drones,
7 quadcopters fall under the USD 1000 price range, whereas 3 are in the range of USD
2000 to USD 3500. Finally, a quadcopter Aeryon Skyranger R70 [86] is an expensive UAV
that can perform semi-autonomous flight assisted by object detection and classification
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algorithms for navigation. This aircraft navigation system uses four vision cameras for
accurate positioning of the aircraft, making it more expensive than the other UAVs.
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UAVs that carry heavier LiDAR and SAR sensors fall in the range of USD 5000 to USD
19,000, the cost range of the listed hexacopters and octocopters. It is worth noting that
most quadcopters such as Sensefly Albris and Flyability Elios 2 have a similar price range
compared to hexacopters. In summary, the primary factors that affect the cost of a UAV and
its size and motor configuration are the additional technologies it incorporates to perform
a specified mission.

The type of payload that a UAV can carry primarily depends on its size. Figure 4
illustrates the relationship between UAV’s payload and their diagonal distance between
motors (frame size). The trend shows that a higher payload capacity needs a large frame
to accommodate the increased sensor weight. About 63% of the quadcopters fall between
diagonal sizes of 300 mm to 600 mm and can carry less than a 1 kg payload. M600 and
Inspire flight 1200 are two hexacopters with high payload capacities of 6 kg and 8 kg,
respectively. M600 is primarily designed to perform industrial aerial photography, whereas
the IF1200 is designed to carry a Yellowscan VX20 LiDAR scanner. Altus LRX is an
octacopter with a LiDAR scanner and has a maximum payload capacity of 3.5 kg. UAVs
with lower payloads are smaller in size, and a majority of them are quadcopters.
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7. Limitations and Opportunities

UAVs can raise the standards for inspection by retrieving useful bridge data and
collecting new bridge data, which was not feasible or economical using traditional bridge
inspection practices [87]. However, UAVs present challenges of their own. The reported
applications of UAVs on bridge inspections have highlighted some common limitations
of current technology. These can be summarized into flight time (endurance), payload,
navigation, and sensor (defect type) limitations.

(a) Flight time and payload capacity

Typical flight times of multirotor UAVs, including quadcopters, hexacopters, and
octocopters, range from 20 to 30 min (as shown in Figure 3). The present endurance of
UAVs is a major limitation for bridge inspections. A typical long-range visual inspection
of a bridge needs multiple battery changes throughout the entire mission that results in
increased mission time. Similarly, if during a LiDAR mission the inspection team has to
cover the whole inspection area, the low endurance accounts for increased mission time.
On the other hand, bridge inspection times vary greatly, from 15 min to several weeks,
and the windy environment can shorten the flight times. Inspections in the under-bridge
environment require more careful piloting and, therefore, an exponentially longer time
commitment [25].

There is a strong correlation between UAV endurance and payload capacity. Hex-
acopters and octocopters have an advantage with high payload, but they have limited
endurance, and they are unable to navigate during a GPS signal loss. The low endurance
limit for these high payload capacity UAVs is a major technological barrier in certain
missions like corrosion detection and LiDAR scanning, which require more flight time for
evaluating and scanning the targeted area. From Figure 2, we can also see that most of the
quadcopters are unable to perform missions that involve using LiDAR sensors due to their
low payload capacity. UAV hardware optimization is an efficient way to create a UAV con-
figuration with mission-specific hardware capacities instead of using an off-the-shelf UAV.
Overall geometry optimization has been conducted by S.Delbecq et al. [88] and Xunhua
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Dai et al. [89] using a sizing methodology that can provide the optimal UAV configuration
based on the mission requirements such as payload capacity, endurance, and altitude.

(b) Navigation and flight in close proximity to structures

Navigating a UAV in congested areas and under bridge decks is challenging with
the current technology using GPS signals [40,86]. For instance, the Alaska DOT team
found that the DJI phantom can lose its position while operating closer to the inspecting
surface. This may be due to the interference of the iron reinforced concrete slabs with
the magnetometer and internal measurement unit of the UAV. Idaho DOT [30] also had
a similar experience using DJI Mavic to inspect under a bridge deck over a river. The
aircraft became unstable due to the downward vision sonar signals interfering with flowing
water. Such limitations highly restrict the applications of UAVs as a routine inspection
tool, and therefore, technologies that allow UAVs to navigate precisely under GPS-denied
environments are in high demand. Technical devices that can help to eliminate this problem
include real-time kinematic (RTK) equipment to enhance UAV navigation in the GPS-denied
environment; collision avoidance sensors (usually a combination of visual, ultrasonic,
and radio frequency distance meters); and artificial intelligence and deep learning-based
navigation [31]. Quadcopters like the Elios-2 Skyranger R70 have vision-based sensing
systems besides GPS positioning, enabling them to keep their path during a GPS signal loss.

Because of the constrained flight environment under bridges, localized aerodynamic
flow effects impact both the thrust and stability of the UAVs. This effect varies according to
flight profiles and specific bridge characteristics. The number of studies investigating the
aerodynamics of multirotors in the proximity of structures is very limited. Christopher mc
kinnon et al. [90] discusses the ground effect induced instability in multirotor UAVs, and
Sanchez-Cuevas et al. [91] address the “ceiling effect” created when a UAV is flying close
to the surface of a structure. Ongoing work to overcome these effects includes developing
mathematical models to simulate UAV flight with real-time parameters, which can assist
advanced flight control algorithms in counteracting these aerodynamic effects.

(c) Sensors capability in defect detection

Implementing the UAV systems with remote sensing payloads has led to a significant
resource-saving in monitoring tasks, but almost all of these inspection methods can only
detect surface damages. To perform more in-depth inspections or detect damages inside
the structure, NDT methods are required that can be in contact with the structure (i.e.,
ultrasounds, resistivity meters). Currently, these operations are performed by inspectors
that usually employ ladders or lifters, making them rather slow and expensive. As a
result, the development of UAV technology to perform contact inspection is a topic of the
utmost importance.

RGB and thermal sensors collect spectral reflectance from different wavelengths.
Hence there are great radiometric and geometric differences between visible and infrared
images. The performance of the vision-based technique is highly affected by the operational
conditions, such as the incident angle, illuminance, and undesired contaminants in the air
or backgrounds. Moreover, invisible subsurface cracks cannot be detected with the vision-
based technique. By contrast, infrared sensors exhibit unique advantages in overcoming
adverse light conditions. In particular, the IR techniques are attractive for detecting invisible
subsurface and surface delamination. Nevertheless, due to limitations of hardware and
environments, infrared images are often accompanied by blurred details, serious noise, and
considerably low resolution. Fusion of infrared and visible images is an efficient approach
to produce a single image, preserving texture information of both RGB and thermal images
and detecting structural cracks with high accuracy [92,93]. Table 4 summarizes mission
and sensor limitations.
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Table 4. Sensor-specific limitations and current research to address the limitations.

Mission & Sensors Observed Limitations Current Research

3D model reconstruction
and photogrammetry (LiDAR)

• Weight and price of LiDAR sensors
• Additional interpretation is required

Damage mapping to relate the defects to
3D point cloud [77]

Surface crack
detection (RGB)

• GPS deprived navigation
• Vibrations and wind
• Lighting condition
• 2D images lose the scene depth, and camera

positions need to be extracted from each image

Automated image-based crack
detection [53,94,95]

Fatigue crack detection
(RGB and IR)

• Low pixel resolution of thermal cameras
• High-resolution cameras are not mountable on

UAVs due to weight and are expensive

Autonomous crack segmentation,
deep/machine Generative model to predict
fatigue crack propagation [11,30,45]

Delamination and spalling
detection (RGB and IR)

• Delamination is invisible under
visual inspection

• Inspection time effect on the result of
thermal images

Identify depth or thickness of delaminated
areas, artificial intelligence approaches for
automated delamination detection,
Concrete deck condition mapping [54,58]

Corrosion detection

• A loss of cross-section of the reinforcement
steel typically takes place years before
corrosion products are transported to the outer
concrete surface, where they become apparent
as rust stains

Designing a corrosion inspection UAV for
condition assessments of hardly accessible
parts of structural members [72,73,96]

8. Discussion and Conclusions

UAV-enabled bridge inspection techniques offer a promising alternative to conven-
tional practices. In particular, surface crack detection using RGB cameras, delamination
using IRT sensors, and corrosion and fatigue crack detection using a combination of IRT
and RGB cameras offer good opportunities for the application of UAVs. Also, large-scale
3D model reconstruction can be conducted by UAVs using Lidar and RGB sensors, and
new developments deploy SAR on airborne platforms. The specific requirements for UAVs
to conduct these inspections include VTOL capability, sufficient payload capacity to carry
mission-specific sensors that range from simple RGB to IR and Multispectral cameras, and
LiDAR and SAR sensors. In addition, they need to be capable of flight times typically of
15 min for short duration missions such as special inspections, and in excess of 30 min for
larger-scale bridge surveys or 3D mapping. Last, they need to be able to offer a stable flight
platform for the sensors in the vicinity or in contact with the bridge structure.

These mission performance requirements have conditioned the UAV typology used for
bridge inspections. Multicopters have been exclusively used in the applications reviewed
here, as they offer the simplest and most developed VTOL capability. The analyzed data
shows that, within the field of multicopters, quadrotors are primarily used for payloads of
1 kg or less, and thus most suitable for the lighter sensors such as RGB cameras, as well
as IR multispectral and hyperspectral options. They exhibit flight times of 20–25 min and
have a frame of up to about 500 mm diameter. They are also the lowest cost option, with
most in the price range of USD 800–1200. Missions that require higher payloads such as
LiDAR or SAR sensors (most between about 1 kg and 6 kg) typically rely on larger quad-
and octocopter drones, with a similar endurance than the quadcopters, however at a larger
size (800–1400 mm diagonal frame size), and significantly higher cost between USD 1500
and USD 15,000.

Most of the currently utilized UAVs (especially in the lower price range) are not custom-
designed for the mission but rather adaptations of commercially available vehicles. As
such, they typically suffer from high payload-endurance sensitivity, navigation difficulties
in GPS deprived environments, and flight instabilities in the vicinity of structures. These
challenges are being addressed by several thrust areas:
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• Stabilized flight in close proximity to structures and potential in-contact sensing
approaches are being explored, potentially augmenting the capabilities of UAVs to
execute NDT inspections.

• Artificial Intelligence-supported identification of defects and autonomous navigation
also constitutes an area of interest. Computer vision for obstacle identification and nav-
igation in GPS deprived environments further supports these developing autonomous
navigation capabilities.

• Overall, vehicle sizing and optimization to maximize endurance and payload capacity
are of interest, and a range of optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms are
being applied to design specific flight hardware for targeted missions.

Overall, developing UAV technology offers promising perspectives to enhance structural
bridge inspection processes. While the available flight vehicle technology is currently still
used as a supplemental means for traditional inspections, the potential for future hardware
and software developments can introduce novel approaches in inspection methodology.
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